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• How not to do the 

Duckhams !!!
• 10 things NOT to say 

to your crew

4Play 2006 - Summer

4000 Kites come in a multitude of colours, so why has everyone chosen blue? 

Kevin “Duckhams” Barnard & Richard “Suntan” Warden chase a select group the right way downhill @ Garda

Glyn & Jo Deakin show their true colours in Garda! 
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Nationals  2006 - Rock ,  September

Looks like everythings coming together for a wicked 

nationals. We’re racing at Rock, Cornwall which 

having just looked at a map, is basically nearly 

Newquay but not quite. You’ve probably read about 

Rock in the Daily Mail, if not, you will over the 

summer as its where Rupert, Tamara and Tabatha 

go to chill after their A levels (looks like the town 

should be used to some drunken antics, although 

they don’t do fountains!!)

Luckily we are going in September which is when 

all the little darlings will be back at School, so we’ve 

got the place to ourselves!  There was more info on 

Rock in the previous 4play, so download a back 

issue from the web if you’ve missed out

It promises to be a fantastic event - so be there or be 

somewhat of a limp spinnaker. For more details on 

the club then visit

http://www.rswsc.co.uk/sailing.htm

Key facts:

• Racing every day Sat-Tuesday, 3 races a day 

planned. 

• 1st Start 13:00 Saturday, Briefing 11:30

• You can enter for the weekend only, if you 

cant make the whole 4 days.

• Wicked socials just being finalised - note may 

include Black Tie, or Fancy Dress so check 

the Web site for more information

• Buddy Prizes, prize for 1st Students

• AGM - come and contribute to the class

• BBQ & Beach Games (try not to break a leg!)

• Fabulous dining just across the river courtesy 

of Rick Stein’s various emporiums

• White House Beach Party Mark 2

• Word on the street is that amongst those 

attending are 2x 4K Nat Champs, 2x Euro 

Champs and 1-6 on the current UK series 

table

Helm/Boat/Crew Dating 
Service

Keen to do the champs but can’t find a crew/boat/

helm, well in which case contact our very own 

“aunty cilla” aka Chris Gould - email 

chairman@laser4000.org.uk with your 

requirements (no not yours Glandfield!) and he’ll 

do his best to fit you up, oops sorry sort you out. 

Only charges a couple of pints and it might help 

get you on the water rather than being a couch 

potato.
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Editors Ramblings
Well I’ll have to start by apologising for not attending too many events this year, it’s been a combination of 

weddings (not mine!), windsurfing, no permanent crew and work, all of which are pretty rubbish excuses, 

but I’ll stick with them. Still I’ve signed on some talent for the nationals and therefore am looking forward to 

Rock which promises to be a wicked event. It’s in our newish 4 day event format and thus enables you to 

take only 2 days off work and compete, which is great if you’ve blown your leave already. On the other hand 

why not take the week off and have a nice relaxing break. Traveling down Friday will help you beat the traffic 

and as lots of the accommodation is Friday changeover then there’s no need to rush off home on Tuesday. 

So come and join the ‘weekly mob’ and stay and have some fun and games on the Wednesday / Thursday. 

There’s tonnes to do in the area - see http://www.cornishlight.co.uk/things-to-do-cornwall.htm

There’s still 3 great venues coming up in the UK series, Hayling , Rutland and Datchet which finally has got 

much better security than it had last year  - still you don’t want to leave ANY kit in the car at this venue!!

It’s now time to start getting your thinking caps on for Sardinia in 2007. It promises to be possibly the best 

Euros venue with ever been too, so there will be a more in-depth article in the NEXT edition of 4play that will 

tell you more about this fantastic event. 

STOP PRESS - CONGRATS TO 
THE 4K SAILORS IN QINGDAO !!

As you may have noticed the “pre-pre-Olympics” have just 

finished in China with some great results from the Laser 4000 

sailors.

Penny Clark (nee Mountford) of Stokes Bay has just recently 

sold her 4K to concentrate on her Olympics campaign and 

returned with a fab 3rd place in the Laser Radials. Now she’s 

just got the small issue of making sure she qualifies in a very 

competitive UK Fleet.

Helena Lucas - who ‘guest-starred’ in the 03  4K nationals at 

Mounts Bay prior to get big fleet practice, prior to the ISAF 

Worlds, was also taking a ‘guest-starring’ role standing in for 

Shirley in the Yngling, and despite not having sailed the boat 

or with that crew much finished 2nd, beating many teams 

who’d raced since pre-Athens

Congratulations to both Sailors!!
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Gorgeous Garda

So much has been written about Lake Garda, famous 

for those lazy mornings in the sunshine awaiting the 

regular afternoon big breeze, heading into the cliffs 

every lap and exhilarating racing. For the fifty boats 

in Laser 4000 Europeans this year it wasn’t quite like 

that. The 2 days before the racing were windy but not 

exactly classic Garda, the day after the racing was 

predictably perfect, but for the 4 race days the wind 

was - well just like any other sailing venue, 

sometimes windy, sometimes light, sometimes 

predictable, sometimes less so. Disappointing? How 

can it be? This is a fabulous venue with so much 

beauty and charm, fantastic weather and Italian 

Culture that it was still a great event. And for good 

measure probably a better test of all round sailing skill 

than “proper” Garda conditions.

Winners this year were John Wilson and James 

Barker. Having taken time out last year from their full 

time 49er campaign to come for a “holiday” at the 

4000 Europeans in France they decided that racing 

the 4000 was so good they would do the same again 

this year and try to better their 5th overall. This time 

they looked confident and determined from the 

outset and won all 3 races on an opening day that 

was sailed in an unpredictable but fresh southerly 

breeze. After some heavy rain the next morning the 

skies cleared and the 2nd days racing was sailed in a 

moderate northerly breeze. This helped to make them 

look slightly less invincible as they scored an ocs,13,1. 

Thereafter they scored a 1,5,1,3 on the final 2 days 

to be convincing and very worthy winners. They 

didn’t necessarily have stunning pace but they were 

always in there at the first mark and were always 

working hard at pressuring the boats in front which 

often led to them gaining places right at the end of 

races.

The only real challenge to Wilson & Barker came from 

the Scottish team of Craig Hepplewhite & Colin Greer. 

They sailed a very consistent series and were leading 

going into the final day until the final discard kicked 

in. Their strength lay in always seeming to be coming 

well out of the starts and going the right way in what 

were often unpredictable conditions. They never had 

Fran & Jon (no not those 

ones, the other ones, 

practise their Garda 

downwind technique)
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to come up through the fleet simply because they 

were always up there in the first place.

The final podium place was taken by Tom Glanfield 

and Nick Alp. Tom finally managed to concentrate 

long enough to put his talent to good use and 

survived not only a broken mast but also Tom’s 

excessive partying to put together an excellent series.

Hugh Watson & Susanna Bickford spent most of the 

event pulling back through the fleet after poor starts 

and first beats eventually doing just enough to beat 

defending champion Andy Palmer-Felgate & Jon 

Modral who started the event well and were leading 

after 5 races but a night at the opera in Verona for 

Andy turned into some tragic results the next day and 

a sequence of 21,9,24 dropped them back down the 

order.

With 20 Italian boats entered their fleet is expanding 

and improving, they won a race and had 3 boats in 

the top 10. So often European events are simply 

“Brits on tour” so the presence of a strong Italian fleet 

really helped to make the event. Big Garda breeze or 

not this was an excellent event for the class with 

many highlights; The partying which got later and 

more rowdy by the night, The sight of the Italian 

celebrations after beating Australia in the world cup 

had to be seen to be believed. Most of all though, the 

fun and spirit which accompanies the class and its 

members made this event unforgettable, and next 

years event in Sardinia un-missable. 

Positions

1st John Wilson & James Barker, 14pts

2nd Craig Hepplewhite & Colin Greer, 20pts

3rd Tom Glandfilled & Nick Alp, 34pts

4th Hugh Watson & Susannah “finger” Bickford, 44

5th Tara PF & Jon “ice cool” Modral, 47

6th Chris Webber & James Dickenson, 53 pts

7th Roberto Caresani & Michele Modonesi, 54 pts

8th Francisco Scarselli & Francesco Bianchi, 59pts

9th Riccardo Giorgi & Michele Gandolfi

10th Kevin Barnard & Richard Warden,  

Maybe that’s why Tara didn’t win - by avoiding the 

‘pro-celebrity wrestling competion’ so enjoyed by 

helms finishing 1,3, 4,6. Looks like a bit of a 

lightweights bundle to me though - where was 

“Crazy Jo” when you need her?

Sailboat Deliveries

Get you boat delivered to Europe and let us take the 

strain of driving whilst you fly. Simply drop the boat 

of in Emsworth and we do all the rest. 

For more information please see

www.sailboatdeliveries.com
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Gorgeous Garda Photies

Tara PF (Euro & Nat Champ 

‘05) sailing here with Jon 

Modral leads Hugh & 

Susannah (Red Kite) 

downhill. Eventual event 

winners John & James are 

on the left (blue kite)

Great to see a large Italian contingent at

Garda this year, featuring well into the top 10

and here are a selection of them enjoying a

downwind blast “the wrong way”

A quiet drink at the yotting bar 

anyone?
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Forthcoming Events

Event Venue Date

National Champioships 2006 Rock SC (Cornwall) 16-19 Sep ‘06

UK Series - Round 6 Hayling Island SC (Hants) 30 Sep - 1 Oct ‘06

Inland Champs & UK Series #7 Rutland Water SC (Lincs) 14-15 Oct ‘06

UK Series Round 8 Datchet Water SC (Berks) 28-29 Oct ‘05

Euro Championships ‘2007 Sardinia !!!! To be confirmed

UK Series Roundup

Event 1 – Mumbles

When we ventured down the M4 in bright early April sunshine, little did we realise that winter was still in 

full force in South Wales. A brisk northerly wind meant that sailing in the Swansea Bay chop was 

exhilarating to say the least, and there were plenty of early retirements. Exact details of the racing are lost 

in the mists of time/hypothermia, but overnight leaders Tom Glanfield/Nick Alp were beaten by one point 

on Sunday by local hero Huw Powell and crew Paul Eden. This may have been due to Tom’s lack of sleep 

on Saturday night, but I’m assured he was just trying to keep warm (see below) 

Event 2 – Ullswater

By the end of April things had warmed up a bit and the fleet headed up the M6 to the Garda of the North, 

slightly depleted by bank holiday commitments and at least two weddings. A special mention goes to Pete 

and Charlotte Scott who travelled all the way from Devon, and took third place overall. Jon Modral/Jo 

Morrison illustrated the dangers of having two crews in one boat by running into the sign warning sailors of 

an isolated rock, whilst John Reynolds/Fran Howell went one better by ignoring the sign and running into 

the rock. They still managed a second place overall, but were pipped to the victory by Al Hodgson and 

Kevin Reid.

Tough week in Garda for the Scottish boys on tour.

Notice how the rest of Stansted Airport is empty as all the

English are busy welcoming home their World

Championship Winning Football Team 

(hmm... Not sure that’s quite what happened) 
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Event 3 – Broadstairs

Two weeks later we were off to Broadstairs in Kent, an old-school seaside resort where you have to dodge 

the donkeys to launch off the beach. Things looked a bit grim when the committee boat couldn’t hold an 

anchor in the swell, but after a short postponement the club arranged to run the races off their fixed start/

finish line. Across the windy Saturday and the light an lumpy Sunday, two teams dominated, sharing the 

five race wins. Going into the final race Glanfield/Alp were in the lead, but a third win of the weekend gave 

the event to Andy Palmer-Felgate/Jon Modral by one point.

Event 4 – Grafham

At the end of May we sailed a joint event with the other Laser asymmetric fleets (2000s, Vagos, Stratos’s, 

5000s) at Grafham. With over 100 boats sharing a single start line at three minute intervals, it had the 

potential to get a bit messy, but the race officer handled things very well, with only a few scared-looking 

2000s getting in the way downwind. It’s certainly a good way to get access to the bigger clubs, and 

potentially recruit a few new sailors who want to go a bit faster! Inland Champions Chris Webber and 

James Dickenson showed great speed to score two bullets, but an OCS and a DNC pushed them down the 

fleet. Home favourites Reynolds/Howell sailed consistently well to win from perennial bridesmaids 

Glanfield/Alp.

Photies of Isle of Sheppey Open, courtesy of Chas Bedrd / IOSSC

It’s always this sunny here!!!
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Event 5 – Isle of Sheppey

Back to Kent for event 5, and the contrasting surroundings of Sheerness. As usual the club put on a great 

event for us, including a spectacularly large buffet. Perhaps tempted by this, your 4play editor made his 

first appearance of the season, subbing from Tom Glanfield, who is fed up with coming second. Also 

making their season debut were Hugh Watson/Susannah Bickford. They were clear winners of the event, 

and Susannah also came first in the impromptu colouring in competition. Newcomers Mark Heather and 

Doug Horner came second, and will be a team to watch in the future.

Overall

With three more events to come, the top 6 is as per the table below, but there are plenty of big names 

who will be back in contention with one or two more results, so it’s all to play for when we visit Hayling 

Island after the Nationals.

Sail# Helm Crew Club Mum Ulls Broad Grad Shepp Nett

1 4589 Tom Glanfield Nick Alp Exe SC 2 4 2 2 100 10

2 4682 John Reynolds Fran Howell Grafham 4 2 6 1 5 12

3 4518 Al Hodgson Kevin Reed Upton Warren 3 1 5 9 3 12

4 4597 Huw Powell Paul Eden Red Wharf Bay 1 100 3 4 6 14

5 4052 Chris Gould Jo Morrison Oxford Uni 12 100 8 8 7 35

6 4625 Jody Warner Emma Warner Somewhere YC 10 8 11 12 100 41

7 4448 Duncan Reaney Andy Watkins Lancing 7 100 12 16 8 43

8 4561 Helen Harbour David Harbour HISC 8 100 18 15 12 53

Close finish at Sheppey, with the Ed and

Nick stealing a win from Hugh &

Sussannah in Race 2. I’ve printed this one

up 4’ x 6’ on the bedroom wall, as it’s not

every day you beat Mr. Watson (unless

you’re called Tara PF!) 
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GARDA FOR SOFTIES

Ever looked wistfully at those shots of 4000s at Garda, powering downwind under blue skies and awe-

inspiring cliffs… but felt you were too inexperienced, too old, too light, too unfit and had too knackered a 

boat to join them?  I ticked all those boxes (plus had a couple of broken ribs) but I went to Garda in June 

this year, and lived to tell the tale.  

It’s worth the effort, as when you’re actually there, feeling the hair-dryer-like gusts near the sheer rocky 

cliffs, the cold spray as the boat tears down the choppy waves, taking in the stunning views at the head of 

the lake, or after the racing, eating in an atmospheric piazza in the balmy heat, it’s hard not to pinch 

yourself and think you must have died and gone to heaven.

So here are my top ten tips for surviving the week and enjoying the experience – if you know you’re not 

going to be on the podium and just want to return with boat and bones intact – and that all-important CD 

of pics.

1. Get the boat in shape.  Replace all worn blocks, cleats and ropes before you go, and take a few 

spares.  We destroyed a new ratchet block but luckily had the old one still with us.  You can buy 

spares out there, but don’t bank on it.  We weren’t the only boat to lose/ break something on the 

first race of the day and manage to be towed back, get it sorted and get back for the second or 

third race.

2. Let the trailer take the strain.  Don’t even think about driving there.  Tony Ainsworth or Ian Jubb 

can load up your boat and negotiate the passes and toll roads better than you can.  Flights to 

Brescia/ Bergamo are under £50.

3. Get there early. Racing starts on the Wed  but if you want to get over your fear of the Garda 

breeze, arrive on Monday (or even earlier), take your time unpacking and rigging the boat, and go 

for a practice sail.  The Ora builds during the afternoon, so get out there as soon as the wind flips 

from north to south (about midday). There will be other boats there to help  but remember there 

will be no safety cover.

4. Practice launching & getting back.  The Garda slipway is famously short and the water is famously 

deep.  Get someone to help you launch by holding on to the trolley on its long rope and dragging it 

back up the slipway.  You can get the plate down immediately, and sheet in the jib to head off on 

starboard. Usually the breeze is slightly lighter right next to the club, so you have a few seconds 

before it kicks in.  Coming back (downwind) practice heading off to the pond to the left of the 

slipway, dropping the main, and then approaching under jib.  Can leave the plate down until almost 

there (but remember to pull it up).  
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 There should be someone on the slipway to help fetch your trolley.  Launching is so chaotic during 

 the race that it’s best to have practiced the routine first – you’ll only get your own trolley back at 

 the end of the week.

5. Hike hard and trapeze low.  You can’t get away with half-hearted trapezing in this breeze, especially 

if you are light.  I had to lengthen my trapeze wires and make the effort to lower myself whenever 

the helm had to ease the main.  Watch other crews to see how they do it.  It makes it a bit harder 

to tack – you may have to raise yourself to be able to come in.  Upwind, you need to work hard to 

keep the boat flat.

6. Stay back.  Even upwind I was standing on the rack just before where the tramp starts, which lifts 

the bow and helps cut through the nasty chop.  Downwind I was as far back as I could keeping just 

one foot on the non-slip.  Some helms sit on the crew’s feet to give them stability.  You’ll need long 

trapeze lines and a long spi sheet for this to work.

7. Keep gybes simple.  After the hoist I cleated both jib sheets loosely so that the jib was held by the 

windward sheet.  Then we could both stop obsessing about jib sheets during and after gybes.  All I 

had to do was unhook, run and sheet in the new side.  All the helm had to do was sail fast.  We 

had a few “emergency” gybes but never capsized.

8. Plan well ahead for the marks.  With the added fun from the Italian competitors it pays to watch 

what’s happening at the marks, and if in doubt sail round the outside of the mess.

9. Sail as high as you dare downwind.  After a depressing leg being overtaken repeatedly, we learnt to 

sail high, to keep me on the rack, and hold off the few boats that were behind us.

10. Keep the boat flat for the camera.  Forget your position in the race, if you see the camera boat, 

hike hard, keep the boat flat and smile!

Carolyn Morgan (with thanks to 4094 for holding together, Adrian Heath for putting up with me for the 

week, and Jo Morrison and Nick Alp for some invaluable tips)
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How (not) To Present The Duckhams Award.

By Kevin Barnard.

The Award

For those of you not in the know, the “Duckhams” is an award 

usually given out at the end of each days racing at National 

and European Championships. It is awarded for significant 

moments of gross underachievement (or pure stupidity). 

Usually the presenter of the award will take nominations for the 

day’s presentation and announce the winner in an Oscar style 

ceremony, but with more laughs.       Simple, Right?

History, Presenter and First Nominees

Historically Ian Gotts has been the presenter of the Duckhams 

Award, but classically earned the first nomination before 

getting to Italy by cycling into a tree and taking himself out of 

the regatta! Second nomination goes to Tom Glanfield and Nick 

Alp, whilst at Grafham Water, for effortlessly leading 

round the leeward mark, dropping the kite and racing round 

the next lap – while the rest of the fleet held their kites through 

the finishing line. What makes this brilliant is, as testament to 

Tom and Nick's huge self-confidence, they thought that the 

massive gap between them and the fleet was due to their 

impressive boat speed (not the impressive lack of an ability to 

count the number of laps)!   Well done chaps.

Next problem then; who presents the award?  Step forward 

Kevin Barnard, no stranger to receiving the award; under Tom’s 

expert tutelage last year he gained an in depth knowledge of 

the award from the inside. Also noticing the first infringement 

of the week: (nameless) whilst negotiating the tricky launch 

situation at Garda a crew complains that the boat isn’t out deep 

enough and the centreboard keeps hitting the bottom. Actually, 

the centreboard was being put into the boat backwards and 

was jamming before getting anywhere near the 40’ deep water. 

Nice work.
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There are and were a whole bunch of other nominations, but lets get to the point…..

How (Not) To Present An Award:

1. Go to the market and find hideous glow in the dark t-shits to present to winners of the Duckhams 

Award. 

2. Whilst waiting for wind to fill in, acquire pen and paper from club office and proceed to take nominations 

for the first night of presentations.  Fifteen or so nominations were taken.

3. Wind fills in. Take nominations and prizes to car. Change into wetsuit. Lock car. Pick up buoyancy aid, 

keys etc. and go to boat to rig up.

4. Dump all sailing kit and car keys into bottom of boat. Rig boat. Don buoyancy aid, gloves etc. and 

proceed to water……..

5. Go racing. Have LOTS of fun!

6. Come ashore. De-rig. Go to car.

7. Reach for keys. Realise that at Step 4, keys should have been picked up out of bottom of boat before 

launching…… 

8. F***, S***, W***, B******!!!!!!!!  NNNNNOOOOOOoooooooooooooo!!

9. Call hire car company who calmly tell you everything will be alright. Your car will be looked after, kit 

taken out and old car replaced with new car, and a key.

10. Car Towed Away………. with all your kit still in it.

11. Party in stupid outfit comprising jesters neoprene shoes, water wings and hula hoop dance in the town 

square; for you have not just been the presenter of the Duckhams, but the sole recipient for the entire 

week (mainly because it’s still locked in the boot of your car – or so you think).

12. Well it all gets a bit complicated from here on in. Basically you run around for the rest of the week (in 

bare feet) tracking down the hire car to Verona. Pay someone over the phone to break into it (because 

they haven’t got a spare key). They tell you that the car is now empty…..  Trace luggage to local garage 

who kindly removed it earlier. Get into crew’s car, race to garage, claim luggage, race to repair sail, race 

back to boat, leave shore late, set up for port end flyer, break leeward shroud.  B******!

13. Rejoice that luggage has been found before leaving the country. Even though the replacement car 

provided by hire company is still in Verona, and you still can’t find the list of Duckhams nominees.

14. Apologise to 4000 fleet for not presenting the award at any time during the Europeans because you’ve 

been a complete muppet.

Sorry everyone. 

15. Write report on 4Play.

The End.

(Ed’s Note - erm not quite Kevin - based on this description you’ve still got the glow in the dark t-shirts and 

as the ‘reigning-holder’ of the Duckhams prize, under the traditions of the Duckhams you are required to be 

wearing them all on the first day of the Nationals, the moment you arrive at the club!!)
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Ten things not to say/do to your crew
1. “In your own time”-  whilst hoisting.  Oddly enough this doesn’t help.  Neither does “hurry up”, “get 

on with it”, “come on!”, or “we’re going to be rolled”.  We know we need to get the bloody thing up 

as quick as possible, honest.

2. “Let’s go”.  OK, what the f*** does this mean? Options are (a) “get out, I want to go faster”; (b) 

“we’re gybing and the boom is about to come over, so what are you doing on the wire still?”; 

“general pep talk and encouragement”; (d) all of the above. In my experience the correct answer is 

(d) and so crews need psychic abilities as well as helmets and knee pads!

3. “Get back on” – this is to be heard (barely, as you’re normally under water) after your kind helm 

has t-bagged you and you’re now attempting to bare-foot water ski whilst holding onto the kite 

sheet.

4. ”Hurry up, swim faster”.  This normally follows (3) when the bare-foot water skiing has failed, 

you’ve ended up 20 meters behind the boat and your kind helm is making encouraging comments 

while he/she stays nice and dry on the dagger board.  Be warned, the next comment is likely to be 

“get the kite down”.  This water-ski/swim/kite drop is the crew’s equivalent of the triathlon.  Helms, 

you should try it some time!

5. “Get it down”.  This is normally said whilst your helm is trying to go up-wind after rounding the 

down-wind mark, or after (1) when you’ve been encouraged to get the kite up too soon and now 

can’t get to the spreader mark.  The alternative scenario is after the triathlon (see 4).  We 

appreciate that as the numpty on the wire we obviously have no idea that it is easier to go upwind 

without the kite up.  However, once pointing at the up wind mark the kite halyard is now tearing a 

groove though our poor little palms as we struggle to obey your every command. 

6. The ESP gybe.  We realise that you are so ‘in the zone’ that occasionally you forget there is 

someone else dangling off the side of the boat.  Once the boom has come across and pinned them 

behind the main, it may surprise you that it is a tad difficult to unhook and do the wire to wire gybe 

– yes, really.

7. The ESP tack.  See (6) although involves a little less swimming (perhaps), and the helm doesn’t 

need to encourage kite dropping.

8. Walk off the back of the boat.  This is normally done whilst going down wind and whilst your crew 

is on the wire.  Unless you have super-crew on board, you had better start swimming, as it’s a bit 

difficult to get off the wire, drop the kite and sail back to pick you up (beam reach, broad reach, 

close reach…)

9. Lube the boat.  OK, so this one is done with the best of intentions, could you PLEASE not spread it 

all over the racks and decking area, as it really doesn’t help the crew stay on their feet, and a crew 

doing a ‘Bambi on ice’ impression may be funny to watch, but they may not share the joke.

10. “Did you know that your bum looks big in that trapeze harness?”  We did.  And if you don’t want to 

have the tiller extension wrapped around your head, we’d suggest you keep this little gem to 

yourself!
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About 4Play
4Play is published by the Laser 4000 Class Association on an ad-hoc basis, basically when we’ve had enough 

fun to knock some copy together. For more information on the class then please visit our website 

www.laser4000.org.uk or to contact the editor with scandalous stories, top tips and other content then please 

email 4play@laser4000.org.uk.  Please note that the opinions expressed here are the opinions of the 

individual contributors and do not represent the official views of the class.

Photo Credits
Land based photos in this issue have been provided by various members of the class including, Tom, 

Susannah. Water based action shots from Garda been provided by Sailboat Deliveries - 

www.sailboatdeliveries.com who did an excellent job not only with the pictures, but with delivering a large 

number of boats to Garda for this event. Time to start booking for Sardinia!

Other photos by Chas Bedford - IOSSC 

Edited Greg Eaton - August ‘06 © Laser 4000 Class Association

Notice of AGM

The UK District Laser 4000 Class Association AGM will 

take place on Monday 18th September @ 19:00 iat 

ROCK SC (subject to being off the water in good time)

Please note we need some willing volunteers, as Chris 

wants to step-down from being “Mr Chairman!”

Class Website

OK so if you’ve nicked this copy of 4Play off a 

table at the nationals and are reading it in the 

smallest room, then perhaps you haven’t come 

across our website. Viewable online at 

www.laser4000.org.uk 
In contains everything you need to know about 

the class, rules, membership, committee 

members, and possibly the most entertaining 

forum on this new fangled interweb thing. Drop 

us a line with any question, and you’ll get a 

mostly sensible answer!


